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" Pardon me, but is your party complete ? A white man's
body lies drowned a short way up the river "
The law in Mexico is that no drowned body may be removed
from water until identified. We did not go to see the corpse ;
others went, laughing and whistling, cracking grim jokes on
the way. They told us on their return that it had been in the
water two weeks, fishes had eaten the face, vultures hovered
on the back.
" Someone drowned I " How diverting for the village on
a Sunday morning I
XI
A few days after the Irishman's departure two members of
the firm presented themselves on the opposite bank and
shouted for the boat. As types they are worthy of mention.
One was an Anglo-French-Dutchman, born in Chicago, a
man with a close-cropped head who looked like a convict
and was reputed an anarchist. He talked to the cook as if
he were a dog, and to his equals as subordinates. These
" equals " were two Texas cowboys who, goodness knows how,
had attached themselves to our camp and proved extremely
useful. They were proper stage cowboys, dressed in sloppy
trousers, loud-checked shirts, and red neckerchiefs knotted.
Within twenty-four hours of the anarchist's arrival these two
were simmering with indignation and the Javanese cook was
on the brink of strike.
The other new arrival was a Swede, thin and chettf, sent I
think as a practical joke, for the poor man was utterly miserable
in conditions that were alien to him. He hated the long, rough
walk from the station, hated the tent, the insects, the heat,
washing in the river and the absence of movies. He agreed
that it was beautiful and peaceful, and restful, and all that,
but he was not in search of beauty, he said, nor of peace, and
not in need of rest!
One night I overheard the Texas boys discussing by the light
of a lanthorn outside their tent, how the anarchist had best be
dealt with. One of them with a three days* growth on his

